Mutational status of overexpressed p16 in head and neck cancer: evidence for germline mutation of p16/p14ARF.
Inactivation of the p16 tumor suppressor gene is a common phenomenon in squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN). Less commonly described is the observation of p16 overexpression in SCCHN. Since overexpression of p16 is a potent predictor of outcome in other cancers, we were interested in determining the level of expression of p16 in our SCCHN specimens as a prerequisite to later prognostic studies. We were also interested in determining the mutational status of p16 in these tumors, in order to determine whether the combination of overexpression and gene alteration may predict a different clinical outcome from overexpression alone. A total of 84 specimens of SCCHN were selected for study. These specimens were obtained from all major sites within the oral cavity, oropharynx, pharynx and larynx. The level of expression of p16 in SCCHN specimens was measured by semi-quantitative RT-PCR. In 35 cases, RNA was also isolated from matched normal tissue obtained from a negative tumor margin. In the other 49 cases, the expression level was compared with the level of expression measured in pooled normal RNA obtained from 10 specimens of normal epithelial tissue. Overexpression of p16 was documented when the level of expression in the tumor specimen was 2-fold or greater above the level of expression found in normal tissue. A total of 46 specimens demonstrated overexpression of p16 (55%). All specimens demonstrating overexpression were then subject to sequence analysis. Thirty specimens (65%) showed p16-specific gene alterations, ranging from intragenic deletions to single point mutations, and 15 of these cases concomitantly affect p14ARF. A single specimen demonstrated a silent point mutation within the p16 reading frame. This mutation produces a stop codon at residue 85 in the context of the p14ARF reading frame, predicting premature termination of p14ARF within a previously determined nucleolar localization signal. This observation suggests that in some cases at least, p14ARF may be a selective target for alteration, independently of p16. Analysis of a normal tissue specimen obtained from a negative tumor margin, and a blood sample obtained approximately five years after surgery indicate that this p14ARF-specific alteration may represent a germline mutation.